Abstract-Research has shown that the dynamics of facial motion are important in the perception of gender, identity, and emotion. In this paper we show that it is possible to use a multi-linear tensor framework to extract facial motion signatures and to cluster these signatures by gender or by emotion. Here, we consider only the dynamics of internal features of the face (e.g. eyebrows, eyelids and mouth) so as to remove structural and shape cues to identity and gender. Such structural gender biases include jaw width and forehead shape and their removal ensures dynamic cues alone are being used. Additionally, we demonstrate the generative capabilities of using a tensor framework, by reliably synthesising new motion signatures; and find results comparable to human psychology experiments performed on the same facial motion data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Facial dynamics have been shown to be important in the perception of gender, identity and emotion [1] - [3] . Early work by Bassili [3] demonstrated that with a minimal number of spatial features, humans can recognise emotion from moving point displays better than when presented with a static point image. This result indicated that facial dynamics contribute to recognition when textural cues are degraded. The face not only conveys emotion but is also a channel for nonverbal communication, the main facial features involved being: lip movements, lifting and shrinking the cheeks, raising and lowering of eyebrows and eyelids. Furthermore, timing differences have been found to exist between spontaneous individual facial actions and deliberate facial actions [4] In this work we investigate the use of a tensor framework for motion analysis of facial dynamics. Here, we consider facial motion as a whole and not as singular actions. Furthermore, we do not consider onset-apex-offset of a facial expression but longer term facial expression change i.e. facial motion pattern over a given time period. Facial motion sequences are represented as a higherorder tensor. Higher order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) is then applied to decompose the tensor into separate subspaces for the extraction of motion signatures. Motion sequences are acquired in point data form from control point labelled video footage and differentiated to provide speed information. Using this domain we ensure that the tensor framework captures facial dynamics only and not face structure. Given extracted motion signatures, we analyse if the tensor framework models facial dynamic information for gender, and for emotion. The two main goals of this work are: firstly to test if facial dynamics can be captured and modelled using a tensor framework, and secondly, assess factors which affect the successful usage of a tensor framework for recognition and analysis tasks. Moreover, we compare tensor derived facial dynamic observations to human psychology experimental results of the same data.
II. RELATED WORK
In the field of computer vision prior research in the areas of facial analysis, synthesis, and recognition adopt either a static or a dynamic approach. Sample facial expression models and recognition systems using dynamic information include local parameterised models [5] , facial motion energy templates [6] , Hidden Markov Models [7] , support vector machines [8] and Variable Length Markov models [9] . Many systems that use a static based approach for face and emotion recognition utilise principal component analysis (PCA) based algorithms, such as Turk and Pentland 'Eigenfaces' [10] . More recently, bilinear models have attracted attention, in [11] Abboud and Davoine used bi-linear models for face appearance factorisation; they showed that it is possible to form independent identity and expression spaces. This in turn allows the synthesis of content and style specific novel face images, given an input image of unknown expression content and identity. Chuang et al [12] also use bi-linear models for changing the apparent expressive content of a video sequence whilst retaining the original visual speech content.
Tensor frameworks used in conjunction with HOSVD [13] subsumes both PCA based algorithms and bilinear models (2-factor analysis) as it presents an n-factor analysis method. Key work performed by Vasilescu and Terzopolous [14] introduces the use of tensor frameworks as a technique for multi-linear analysis of image sets where more than one factor can vary at a time. Using this method they demonstrate how the tensor method subsumes standard PCA (linear analysis).
Extending from this work, Vasilescu and Terzopoulos apply n-mode tensor analysis to the task of face recognition under varying conditions of viewpoint, illumination and facial expression content [15] ; they demonstrate that the tensor approach supersedes a conventional eigenface based approach. Using the tensor approach a query image is projected into tensor space and a set of identity coefficients are found. These are compared to known identity coefficients for all combinations of lighting, viewpoints and expression. Similarly, Wang and Ahuja [16] use a tensor framework for facial expression synthesis and simultaneous face and facial expression recognition with the premise that relationships existing between facial expression, identity and facial features are encoded in a tensor model. Interestingly they report that expression synthesis is only successful if similar images are found within the tensor training set. Like Wang and Ahuja, Jia and Gong [17] use the generative capabilities supplied by a tensor framework approach. In [17] they use a tensor space for multi-modal face image super-resolution within a Bayesian framework, where the objective of superresolution is to synthesise higher resolution images from lower resolution input images. Given a low resolution sample image, they project this image into a low resolution tensor space and extract a set of identity parameters which are independent of viewpoint and lighting change. Using this set of parameters, a corresponding set of identity parameters are found in a higher resolution space via the use of a Bayesian estimation algorithm. Using these parameters they reconstruct the low resolution input image in high resolution for all viewpoint and lighting conditions stored in the higher resolution tensor.
Prior research studies have also shown that HOSVD when used within a tensor framework can provide a superior data reduction technique in comparison to a standard PCA approach when the data to be manipulated has multiple factors. In [18] , Vasilescu describes a HOSVD iteration algorithm for learning reduced dimensionality multi-linear models of raw image face tensors; where the algorithm enables the compression (dimensionality reduction) of individual factors separately. Using a data set where viewpoint, lighting, expression and identity change, it was shown that it was possible to compress each factor individually (particularly lighting) and the perceptual error associated with dimensionality reduction was significantly smaller using a tensor based HOSVD approach than the equivalent level of data reduction achieved using standard PCA.
The use of tensor frameworks has not been limited to stationary data only but also to data which has a temporal component [19] - [21] . Wang and Ahuja [19] apply HOSVD to image sequences to compress video footage. Testing their tensor method against standard PCA, like Vasilescu [18] , the tensor approach resulted in less reconstruction error and superior dimension reduction. Vlasic et al [21] use a tensor framework to build a multi-linear model of 3D face meshes. Using this model, Vlasic et al demonstrate 'face transfer', the process of mapping a video recorded performance of one person, onto the facial animation of another for performance driven animation. They discuss that a multilinear tensor approach enable composing factors (identity, expression and visemes (speech related mouth articulations) to be manipulated independently which could potentially allow a animator more control and freedom to animate as they wish e.g. change expression and identity of a character whilst maintaining a viseme, such that the new facial configuration will be in idiosyncratic to the new character and the smile is maintained etc. In [20] , Vasilescu uses a tensor framework for motion analysis and synthesis of human gait sequences, where identity, action (i.e. walking and running) and time are varying factors. HOSVD is used to extract motion signatures which are found by Vasilescu to be person specific. Furthermore, Vasilescu showed that it possible to synthesise motion signatures for unknown individuals performing known actions and then synthesise the missing actions in the style of the new individuals. Additionally it was demonstrated that for a known individual performing a new action, a new action signature can be synthesised, and then applied to all other individuals to update the tensor.
III. TENSORS
Tensors are a generalization of the concept of a vector, for example a vector is an order-1 tensor and matrices are considered as order-2 tensors (See Figure 1 for visualisation of tensor order). Essentially a tensor can be considered to be a multi-dimensional or N-way array of data and as such is useful for the description of higher order quantities e.g. multivariate data. In this paper we denote tensor quantities in calligraphic letters (A, B), matrices by bold uppercase lettering (A, B), vector quantities by bold lower case letters (a, b) and scalar quantities by lower case letters (a, b). Generally unless explicitly stated throughout this article i, j refer to indices (counters) and I, J, K, L denote index upper bounds. Considering the case of a third order tensor A ∈ I 1 ×I 2 ×I 3 (N = 3), three mode spaces exist where mode-1 corresponds to column space, mode-2 to row space, and mode-3 to depth space as illustrated in Figure 2 . Now if the dimensions of the tensor in Figure 2 correspond to the attributes of height (I 1 ), weight (I 2 ) and age (I 3 ) then mode-1 would be correspond to a height space, mode-2 a weight space and mode-3 an age space etc. In multilinear algebra it is the mode spaces which are of interest for analysis and manipulation.
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A. Tensor Unfolding
A tensor A ∈ I 1 ×I 2 ......×I N can be represented in matrix form , A (n) , which is the result of unfolding (flattening) the tensor along dimension n where n = I 1 , I 2 ....I N . Tensor unfolding can be considered as splitting a tensor into mode-n vectors and rearranging these vectors column-wise to form a matrix. In Figure 3 a visualisation is presented which demonstrates how a 3rd order tensor is unfolded along mode-1 (I 1 ), mode-2 (I 2 ) and mode-3(I 3 ) dimensions to form matrices A (1) with size I 1 × I 2 I 3 , A (2) with size I 2 × I 3 I 1 and A (3) with size
Formally, to calculate a matrix unfolding A (n) for a tensor A, element a i 1 ,i 2 ,...i N will appear in matrix A (n) at row position i n and at column number j which is found using Equation 1. Tensor unfolding has a cyclic nature, for example unfolding a 3rd order tensor involves dimensions I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , e.g. if n=1 then n-1 will refer to 3, or if n=3 then n+1 will refer to n=1 etc. In Table III 
The unfolding of this tensor along direction mode-1, will result in matrix A (1) with size 2×6 (I 1 ×I 2 I 3 ). Using Table III -A element a 111 will have row position 1 and column index 1 (j = (1 − 1) * 2 + 1 = 1) in A (1) , whereas element a 231 will have row index 2 and column index 5 (j = (3 − 1) * 2 + 1 = 5), see below for matrix unfolding A (1) .
B. Tensor Decomposition -Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition
In tensor notation the mode-n product between a tensor, A, and a matrix, M, is expressed as B = A × n M. In terms of tensor unfolding this can be solved as:
Where A (n) is the resultant matrix of unfolding tensor A in direction n (mode-n), tensor B is found by folding matrix B (n) back into tensor representation.
As stated previously, a matrix has two associated modes, a vector row space and a vector column space.
Application of SVD to a matrix, B, results in the decomposition of the matrix into the product of an orthogonal column space U 1 , a diagonal singular value matrix Π and an orthogonal row space U 2 which is written as:
Using the mode-n product Equation 3 can be defined without the need of a generalised transpose as:
For tensors, standard SVD cannot be utilised, therefore for N > 2 HOSVD (alternatively known as N-mode SVD) can be used. Like SVD which decomposes a matrix into 2 orthogonal spaces and a singular value matrix; HOSVD decomposes a tensor into N orthogonal mode spaces U 1 , U 2 , ....., U N and a core tensor Z. Using HOSVD [13] a tensor can be represented as the mode-n product between these N orthogonal subspaces and core tensor Z, see Equation 5 .
The core tensor, Z, governs the interactions between the subspace (mode) matrices and it is analogous to the singular value matrix that results in standard SVD, however, it does not have a diagonal structure and is a full tensor. For example, HOSVD on a 3rd order tensor (N = 3) will result in decomposing the tensor into 3 orthogonal mode spaces and core tensor of order 3 as illustrated in Figure 4 . HOSVD algorithm for tensor decomposition as presents in [14] is given as: For n=1 to N: 1) Unfold tensor, A, along dimension n to find matrix A (n) . 2) Apply SVD to matrix A (n) .
3) Set U n to the left-hand column space matrix of SVD Solve the core tensor:
The benefit of HOSVD is that the algebra of higher order tensors (multi-linear algebra) allows a multi-factored space to be decomposed into its constituent modes, which is appealing since these modes can then be analysed.
IV. APPLICATION OF TENSOR FRAMEWORK TO FACIAL MOTION SEQUENCES
Given a corpus of facial motion sequences we define a 4th order tensor D = I×J×K×L , which represents the entire data set, where I is the number of sequences, J is the dimensionality of the point space (e.g. for 2D xy coordinate space J=2), K is the number of control points which describe each face configuration, and L is the length of the input sequence (see Figure 5 for an illustrated visualisation of this 4th order tensor). Using HOSVD, the tensor D is decomposed into the n-mode product of core tensor Z and 4 orthogonal subspace matrices:
Where U xy is the x-y data point subspace matrix, whose row vectors span the invariance of x and y coordinates across the different input sequences, control points and time. For control point subspace matrix U cpt each row vector is control point specific and the row vectors span the space of control points, these parameters encode the invariances for each control point across the different sequences, xy coordinates and time. The matrix U t row vectors span the space of data samples across time and are the eigenvectors that would be associated by performing PCA on the the original data, D. In this work the mode matrix
t is defined as the sequence subspace matrix. Its constituent row vectors s i span the space of sequence parameters, and describes the per-sequence invariances across xy coordinates, control points and time. Here, we define the row vectors of U seq to be facial motion signatures, and make the assumption that these are sequence specific. Figure 5 . Visualisation of a 4th order tensor.
To analyse resultant motion signatures, U seq , we use three methods: firstly we visualise the resultant motion signatures by plotting the first three motion parameters, see Figure 7 . Secondly we investigate if motion signatures, U seq , extracted from tensor D are different to one another using a clustering technique, here, we use Self Organising Maps (SOM) [22] . In this work, SOMs are used to project the motion signatures into a 2D image space. It is hypothesised that if the motion signatures encode information such as gender or emotion, evidence of clustering will be seen in both the visualisation of U seq space and resultant SOM diagrams.
Finally, we test the generative capabilities of the tensor framework to synthesise new plausible motion signatures for unseen sequences. A new motion signature, s new , given an unseen sequence, D new , is found by initially defining a tensor, B. This tensor contains a set of basis matrices for all xy space, control points and for all time and is computed using the result of decomposition shown in Equation 7 . Following [20] , B is given by:
The signature s new , is solved using the equations 9 and 10, where † is used to represent the pseudo inverse.
In addition, unseen sequences are classified using a K Nearest Neighbour (KNN) classifier, where the classification algorithm is given as: 1) Project query sequence, D new into motion signature space U SEQ using Equation 10 to find s new 2) Compare synthetic motion signature, s new , to known motion signatures stored in U SEQ 3) Select the best K nearest neighbours ( i.e. yielding smallest values of s new −s(i) ) for all input facial motion sequences. 4) Look at motion origin of best K nearest neighbours and apply votive scheme to classify the query sequence as a certain facial motion behaviour.
V. DATA ACQUISITION AND PRE-PROCESSING
Facial motion sequences are acquired in point data form from video footage labeled (semi-automatically) with N control points. Control points are mainly concentrated around the mouth and eyebrows (see Figure 6 ). The labelling process is accomplished using a tool called Motion Ripper [23] , where features can be manually labeled with control points or tracked automatically with a Kanade-Lucas tracker (KLT). In this work we investigate facial dynamics for different emotions (mood) and for possible gender difference utilising two data sets: an emotion set, and a people set. Unlike [24] , [25] , both data sets utilised in this work allow the analysis of longer term facial expression change. Furthermore, captured facial motion data is spontaneous (natural facial motion) and has complex facial behaviour i.e. not singular actions.
The first data set comprises of 3 sequences where an actress behaves in a 'happy', 'sad' and 'angry' manner respectively, and the sequences are not singular actions. The second data sets comprises of 10 sequences of people (5 men, 5 women) discussing the same topic [26] . This is a relatively small number of people, however, it is similar to the number used in Hill's work on categorising sex and identity from biological face motion [1] . For both data sets, each sequence is 60 seconds in duration with 25 frames per second. Here, acquired point data is scaled to normalise head size due to the variance in camera depth and to remove possible gender biases due to varying head shape. Scaling is achieved using the Direct Linear Transform (DLT) [27] to find a mapping, H p , which maps the mean face of each person, x p , to the mean face of the entire data set, X, where X = H p x p The homography, H p , is sequence specific and it is applied to each time sample of a sequence to form a normalised shape descriptor of the face specific to each person. We analyse internal face motion only (head appears clamped whilst facial expressions change but in the original footage head movement is free . To remove gross motion we use a similar technique to that used to remove scale, where a separate homography is computed which maps each frame of a sequence to a reference pose. This effectively constrains the frame's face position, thus the head appears stationary but changes in facial expression are retained. As stated previously, we wish to model facial dynamics and not information encoded in face shape, therefore we convert the normalised facial sequences from their xy spatial domain into the speed domain representation. This is achieved by differentiating the facial motion xy data, and utilising the magnitude component only.
VI. EMOTION DATA RESULTS
A. Analysis of emotion space, U E
Using the tensor framework discussed in Section IV, emotion data is represented in tensor form as D E . Where D E is constructed by sampling each emotion sequence using a windowing technique (window size, T = 100 frames) such that multiple samples of each sequences are ascertained. The sampling technique used entails passing a window (of size T) over a sequence, sampling the data at the windows current position, then window is typically moved 20 frames such that it still overlaps with previous sample. This is repeated until the entire sequence is sampled.
The decomposition of D E results in:
Here, motion signatures are the row vectors of the emotion subspace matrix, U E , a visualisation of this motion space is presented in Figure 7 [Left] which is a 3D plot of the first 3 parameters (eigenvectors) of U E . Each point corresponds to an individual input sequence (row of U E ) and colour indicates emotion class (red -angry, green -happy and blue -sad). It can be seen that extracted motion signatures U E cluster into 3 groups, one for each emotion, and that individual motion signatures for each original segmented emotion sequence consistently cluster together. It can also be observed that interclass difference is greatest between emotion groups sad and angry, and that angry has that greatest intra class variation. This result is mirrored in the SOM result presented in Figure 7 [Right] where extracted motion signatures to partially cluster into 3 separate emotion groups. The SOM's map units are colour coded according to motion signature gender origin, where map units most similar to 'sad' originating motion signatures were coloured blue, map units most similar to 'angry' motion signatures were coloured red, and map units most similar to 'happy' motion signatures were coloured green. Similarity between map units (motion signatures) and motion signatures U E was performed using a Euclidean based distance system scheme. 
B. Testing Tensor Framework
To test the generative capability of the tensor framework, motion signatures for unseen emotion sequences are calculated (see Section IV Equation 10). Resultant synthetic motion signatures are shown in Figure 8 . It can be seen that these motion signatures reside within the same original cluster groups. Using a nearest neighbour classifier (KNN classification discussed in section IV), motion signatures were compared to known motion signatures. Highest recognition rates were found to be for sad (77%) and happy (75%) with angry at (57%). This result can be explained by the fact that angry has the most variation, and that is it physically difficult to maintain angry facial behaviour for 60 seconds. In terms of facial analysis:
1) The results indicate that the dynamics of facial motion are different for each emotion as the extracted motion signatures are shown to cluster into 3 separate groups. As we use speed rather than positional (x-y) information, any difference is the result of dynamics, rather than any facial structural differences present in the original data set such as mean face pose. 2) Given a small input sequence (4 seconds -T = 100), facial expressions over a short period are found to be similar and stable for each emotion, this is shown by the fact that extracted signatures consistently cluster together for each emotion. This result supports the theory that facial expressions are short in duration [2] . 3) Given that the three original emotion sequences are sourced from a single person and segmented to give multiple samples, the results found support the theory that facial expressive content of an individual is stable over time [28] . This is supported by the correct emotion classification of synthesised motion signatures for unseen sequences generated using the tensor framework.
VII. GENDER DATA RESULTS
A. Analysis of people space, U P
Using the tensor framework discussed in Section IV, motion data for the 5 male and 5 female subjects are represented in tensor form as D P , as with the emotion data, each person's sequence is sampled using a windowing technique (window size T = 100 frames) to provide multiple examples for each person. The decomposition of D P results in:
Here, motion signatures are the rows of people subspace matrix, U P , and are assumed to be person specific, a visualisation of this space U P is presented in Figure 9 . Each point corresponds to an input sequence of tensor, D P , colour indicates gender origin (red -female and blue -male) and symbol indicates person ID e.g. Blue corresponds to male subject 5, From Figure 9 it can be observed that extracted motion signatures U P partially cluster into male and female originating regions but the space is noisy with overlap between gender classes. Likewise, in the SOM clustering result for window size T=100 clustering is fragmented (See Figure 10(a) ). Table ? ?. It can be observed that extracted motion signatures U P partially cluster into male and female originating regions but the space is noisy with overlap occurs between gender classes.
Additionally, we test alternative window sizes (T=[100,250,500,1000]) to change sample input length in tensor construction. This is performed with the objective of investigating any possible affect on subsequent motion signature clustering. Figure 10 presents the resultant SOM clusterings for window sizes a) 100, b) 250, c) 500 and d)1000 frames. Here, it can be seen that as window size increases clustering becomes less fragmented and extracted male and female motion signatures group in more homogenous regions. In Figure 11 the visualisation of U P space for tensors constructed using window sizes T=100 and 1000 frames are presented. In agreement with the SOM results, it can be seen that as window size increases clustering is less fragmented with more distinct inter class separation between male and female originating motion signatures of U P . It can also be seen that motion signatures start to cluster by identity. However, from Figure 11 (b) and (c) it can be clearly seen that motion signatures for female 3 (Red 2) clusters amongst male motion signatures, which suggests that motion signatures for female 3 are more similar to male signatures than to other female signatures. 
B. Testing Tensor Framework
To test the generative capability of the tensor framework, firstly it is determined whether it is possible to synthesise motion signatures for known male and female subjects using unseen motion sequences (sequences not used for tensor construction). Making the assumption that facial motion is consistent for an individual over time i.e. has normative characteristics [28] , it is expected that synthetic motion signatures generated using the tensor framework for unseen motion sequences should reside within the same region of people space as their counterparts stored in U P . Results are validated using nearest neighbour classification (KNN classification discussed in section IV).
For testing purposes a tensor, D P , is constructed sampling two thirds of each person's motion data. Motion signatures for the remaining 'unseen' one third are estimated (synthesised) using Equation 10 which is described in Section IV, where D new corresponds to the 'unseen' motion data not used to construct D P . Figure 12 shows a visualisation of the resultant synthetic motion signatures for window size T=100. Synthesised motion signatures are indicated by circular points, and square points correspond to the motion signatures of people space U P for tensor D P . Here, it can be seen that the synthesised motion signatures reside in the same region of people space as the original signatures stored in U P .
The results of nearest neighbour classification for T=100 are presented in Table II , here, it can be seen that the male recognition rate is higher than for unseen female samples, 90% to 70% correspondingly. However, in section VII-A the visualisation of U P space shown in Figure 11 reveals that motion signatures for female subject 3 cluster amongst male motion signatures. If the results for female subject 3 are discounted, female recognition rate increases from 70% to 77.5% (See Table III). This indicates that motion signatures associated with female 3 are more similar to male motion signatures than to female signatures but that female subject 3 does not account for all misclassified female motion signatures.
Additionally, the synthesis test is repeated for tensors constructed by sampling each person's sequence using window sizes (T=200,250,300), this is performed with the objective of investigating whether classification results improve for a larger window sampling size. In Section VII-A analysis of motion signatures demonstrated that U P space for tensors constructed with a larger window size is less fragmented and clustering of male and female originating motion signatures becomes more distinct for a larger T. Hence, it is hypothesised that if clustering of male and female subjects becomes less fragmented as T increases then the recognition rate for synthesised motion signatures for unseen footage should also rise as inter-class separation should increase, and hence less motion signatures should be misclassified.
The results of this test are shown in Table II , here, it is noted that as T increases the recognition rate for male subjects rises, for example for window size T=100 recognition rate is found to be 90% and for window size T=300 the recognition rate is found to rise to 98.6%; opposingly female recognition rate is found to fall. This result is explicable, for a larger T clustering of subjects becomes more distinct, and in particular a greater proportion of motion signatures associated with female subject 3 lie within male originating motion signatures. Thus, on synthesis unseen samples for female 3 also reside within the male dominated regions and are hence classified as male. Consequently, female recognition rate drops due to the bias of female 3; if the result for female 3 is discounted (See Table III ) it is observed that as window size increases female recognition rate rises (from 77.5% for T=100 to 80% for T=250) with the exception of T=300 where a recognition rate drop occurs. However, the working hypothesis that recognition rate increases as clustering of the people space becomes more distinct mainly holds true. This is an interesting result since the motion signatures are extracted from speed data, which is shape-free, hence recognition is based purely on dynamics and not shape. Next, we verify whether the tensor framework can compute motion signatures sufficiently for an unknown individual that when compared to ground truth motion signature data the person is correctly classified as being either male or female.
Using a leave one out validation approach, a tensor is constructed using all but one person, motion data for the remaining individual is then sampled and the sampled sequences are projected into motion signature space (using Equation 10) to generate synthetic motion signatures. These motion signatures are then classified using nearest neighbour classification. A proportion is then found which corresponds to the number of synthetic motion signatures identified as being of male or of female origin for the unseen data. This process is repeated for each of the 10 subjects. Figure 13 [Top] and [Bottom] show select results of the leave one out test for window sizes T=100 and T=400 respectively. In both figures the X axis corresponds to the percentage of sample synthesised motion signatures classified as being male, and the Y axis corresponds to the proportion of motion signatures for an individual being classified as female. Thus, if for a given person the male to female recognition ratio is found to be 50%: 50%, then this demonstrates motion signature classification being no better than chance, 100%: 0% signifies an individual being recognised as male (i.e. all unseen sample sequences classified as male), and 0%: 100% corresponds to an individual being recognised as female (i.e. all unseen sample sequences classified as female).
From Figure 13 ([Top] and [Bottom]) it can be seen that 8 out of 10 individuals are correctly classified as being male or female with a probability greater than chance with female subject 3 and male subject 4 found to be consistently misclassified. Again the result of female subject 3 being classified as male is in agreement with clustering results. It is also seen that for a greater T, the divide between male and female subjects increases, and the recognition rate of individual improves (this coincides with the result of less fragmented interclass clustering for a greater window size). To summarise, in terms of facial analysis it is found that: 1) Using a speed space representation, motion signatures of male and female origin are shown to cluster into gender groups. This indicates that the T=400. Here, it can be seen that a distinct male/female divide is not observable and this suggests that a grey scale of masculine to feminine motion might exist tensor extracted motion signature encodes gender information. However, results shown no clear male/ female divide but instead suggest a grey scale of feminine motion to masculine motion. 2) It is found that for a larger T (bigger window size), motion signatures start to cluster into identity specific groups Therefore, suggesting that facial behaviour over an extended period of time is more idiosyncratic to an individual, whereas over a short period time facial motion may appear more similar from one individual to the next. 3) Results of recognition indicate that over time male and female motion signatures are stable, since they are consistently produced for unseen samples. The reliable generation of motion signatures for each of the ten individuals suggests that facial motion is normative and therefore possibly useful for recognition tasks and applications.
C. Comparison Between Tensor Results and Human Psychology Testing of scale normalise shape free motion data
In a study approved by the ethics committee of the Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Bristol, male and female participants were invited to take part in a study whereby they were instructed to judge facial animations by gender origin in the absence of textural and structural (shape) cues to sex [29] .
This human psychology experiment utilises the same facial motion data used in this paper. Using identical scale normalised point data as used in this article for each of the ten individuals an androgynous line face was animated using the full one-minute of data available for each subject. Each animation was then split into six consecutive ten-second clips, resulting in a total of 60 clips. The androgenous face was generated as an average of many male and female faces collected from previous studies which effectively removes any structural cues to sexual dimorphism (gender).
77 female and 41 male participants (mean age=24.2 years, s.d.=6.8, range=18-53) viewed all clips in a random order. They were instructed to judge whether each animation was male or female after viewing it once, without receiving feedback. Mean accuracy was found to be 57% with a 95% confidence interval of 55.7% to 58.9%. Although accuracy may seem close to 50%, statistically it was found not, where calculation of the statistical effect size (Cohen's d = 1.5) was found to be large indicating that human performance is definitely not close to chance. Figure 14 . Human Psychology Experimental Results: Box plot visualisation of the participants rating facial animation clips male. The X-axis corresponds to identity of facial animation individual and the Y-axis corresponds to how often an individual was rated as male. Figure 14 presents a box plot visualisation of the experimental results, where the Y-axis corresponds to how often an individual was rated as male. Firstly, it can be seen from Figure 14 that there is considerable variation in how reliably sex was judged across clips within different individuals, as indicated by the length of each box for all ten subjects. Secondly, it is observed that there is no clear distinction between male subjects rated as male, and female subjects rated as male.
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Comparing the results from the human psychology study and tensor analysis of the same video clips, similarities are observed. From tensor analysis it was found that male motion signatures have a higher recognition rate in comparison to female motion signatures, or in other words male motion signatures are more likely to be classified correctly as male rather than misclassified as female. Correspondingly in the human psychology study male stimuli were also more likely to be rated male by human participants, where it was reported that male and female stimuli differed in the number of times they were rated male, and that male stimuli were 1.8 times as likely to be judged male as female stimuli.
Furthermore, if the tensor results in Figure 13 are interpreted as a scale of certainty that a person is either male or female, it could be stated that for T=100, the order of male/female certainty for results shown in Figure ? ? is F4-F2-M4-F5-F1-M3-M2-M5-F3-M1, where subjects F4 and F2 are found to be the most feminine, and subjects M1 and M5 are found to the most masculine. A similar result is found for T=400 shown in Figure 13 , the order of certainty from male to female is observed as F2-F4-F1-M4-F5-M3-F3-{M1-M2-M3}, where M1, M2 and M3 are found to be of 100% male origin. If we consider the same concept for the psychology results presented in Figure 14 , using the median value, female to male ordering is given as F2-F5-F1-M3-F3-M4-F4-M5-M1-M2. Comparatively it is seen for both the tensor and psychology results female subject 2 (F2) is rated least male (i.e. most female), and male subjects 1 and 2 (M1,M2) are rated most male. It is also seen that in the psychology results female subject F3 has the largest range and highest rating as male out of the five female subjects, interestingly female subject 3 in tensor analysis is consistently classified as male through nearest neighbour classification. However, not all observations between the tensor and psychology results are alike. In tensor analysis female subject 4 is found as being classified as female, whereas in the human psychology experiment the same subject has a highest male rating in comparison to the other female subjects based on the median value.
Nevertheless it is an interesting finding that results from tensor analysis and human psychology testing are comparable.
VIII. SPATIAL DOMAIN TESTING
The results in sections VI and VII indicate that the tensor framework captures facial dynamics when using a speed domain. However, this domain is not useful for the synthesis or reconstruction of sequences, and for a real recognition task throwing away structural information that can be useful is not logical.
A. Gender
Using the original xy point data, we build a tensor for all 10 individual using the same windowing sampling scheme as used in the speed domain results for T=100. HOSVD is applied and the resultant motion signatures extracted for the xy space domain are shown in Figure 15 [Left]. It can be observed that the motion space clusters into male and female regions with less overlap in comparison to the equivalent speed domain result (see Figure 9 ) and the corresponding SOM result cleanly splits into a male and a female region as presented in Figure 15 [Right]. To test the generative capability of the tensor framework built using spatial domain data, like for the speed domain we test whether it is possible to synthesise motion signatures for known male and female subjects using unseen motion sequences (sequences not used for tensor construction). Results of nearest neighbour classification reveal an improvement in recognition using the spatial domain (97% and female=80%) in comparison to the speed domain results male=90%, female=70% at T=100.
Furthermore, it can be seen that U p not only clusters by gender but also by identity (see Figure 16 ). It can be observed that each individual's motion signatures cluster. Additionally, in Figure 16 , given unseen footage of a known male individual (blue squares), generated motion signatures (green) can be seen to cluster correctly. The clustering of motion signatures by identity indicates that an individual's facial expression content is different to other individuals and is consistent over time as reported in [28] . 
B. Emotion
Results of HOSVD for the original emotion xy point data are presented in Figure 17 . The SOM result in Figure 17 [Right], demonstrates that extracted motion signatures for the original emotion sequences, happy, sad and angry cluster into three distinct regions, one for each emotion group. Figure 17 [Left] presents a visualisation of extracted motion signatures resultant of HOSVD on a tensor including a 4th emotion sequence, where the actress performs the same 3 emotions but transitions from one emotion to another (happy -sad -angry). Firstly it can be seen that the extracted motion signatures for emotion cluster separately, and that the 4th sequence traverses through the space in the same order of emotion expression (moving from dark green indicating happy, to blue indicating sad, and magenta indicating angry). Since the emotion data is free from structural face shape change (as it sourced from a single individual) this indicates that the tensor does indeed encode dynamic information. 
IX. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work we have shown that a tensor framework can be used to analyse facial dynamics. It is shown that facial motion data can be represented as a 4th order tensor, and through cluster analysis we demonstrate that motion signatures extracted used HOSVD encode information about gender, emotion, and identity. This result reiterates the psycho-physical experiments performed by Basilli [3] , who showed that with a minimal number of moving spatial features people can correctly identify emotion, however, here, we use a computational model, not human experiments.
We compare our results to a human psychology experiment study which utilises the same facial motion data. In [29] they report that their results suggest that men and women differ in the way they move their faces, and that people are sensitive to these differences. Likewise, our tensor derived results indicate facial motion signatures of men and women are different. Furthermore, in [29] they state that the task of rating male and female facial motion clips free from structural cues to gender was found no means to be easy, as reflected in the fairly low accuracy of rating animation clips correctly, and many participants reported finding the task difficult. Therefore it is speculated that the difference between the accuracy of human judgement and the tensor results indicates that the tensor model doesn't work using the same information as humans. Furthermore, lower human performance was considered partly an artefact of the experimental design of the human psychology experiment, where participants only saw 10 seconds of one clip, which made identification of sex hard. Furthermore, people can identify sex of faces extremely quickly and accurately from static cues, so perhaps in real life dynamic cues aren't relied upon.
In addition, tensor results suggest that for the ten individuals there is not a definite male and female divide, but that facial motion might occur on some kind of grey scale from female to male i.e feminine to masculine motion. However, the data sample is small with only 10 people, and a more conclusive result would be gained by increasing the number of people in the study (reducing the effect of any possible outliers). However, it is an interesting result that recognition can be based on the motion of point data only, as this could be applied to face recognition under poor lighting and low resolution images etc.
We also demonstrate the generative property of tensor frameworks by synthesising new motion signatures given unseen sequences, and then using these for recognition. Factors that were shown to affect motion signature clustering included input sequence length and motion data representation. Where results indicated that only a small amount of data is required to classify emotion sequence origin from the emotion facial motion data set used in this work and this supports the idea that facial expressions are short lived and characteristic. However, to establish whether the tensor framework could be useful for emotion recognition a much larger data set of people would be required. Nevertheless, considering input motion sequences are not temporally aligned and facial motion samples do not contain singular actions it is still surprising that emotion sequences from a single individual could be split into 3 motion groups. Which again reiterates that individuals facial motion is characteristic over a longer duration. Furthermore, results also showed that for the recognition of identity and gender without structural cues, tensor input sequences need to be longer in duration. It would thus be an interesting human psychology experiment to see whether the task of rating facial animation clips by gender becomes easier if the viewing time of a clip is extended in duration.
As a tensor framework accommodates multiple factors, in future work it would be interesting to construct a 5th order tensor which represents people vs emotion vs XY data vs control points vs time, as psychology research reports the theory that men and women emote differently [30] . The resultant motion signatures would be free from emotion but still encode people invariance. Using a tensor framework it would be possible to explore whether male and female motion signatures still group by gender. It would also be interesting to explore the generative capabilities of tensors to synthesise new sequences e.g. generate new motion signatures for unknown individuals (male or female) performing a known emotion and use these to generate novel emotion sequences in the style of the new individual.
